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 I'm trying to figure out how to do it to suit my needs. First of all, I want to be able to change the Bass to whatever I want, and keep the rest of the.wav file the way it is. I've been trying to figure this out for some time now. I have not been able to figure out how to do it. My question is, is there any way that i can do this? and if there is how? please help. thanks. Deluxi wrote: Most likely the tempo is
controlled by a constant which you cannot change. You can change the tempo easily, if you have LAME installed. It's in the menu 'Format' -> 'Change Tempo'. But then again, if the tempo is constant, I assume the tempo must be a constant, which means you can't do anything about it. So, you'll have to find out what exactly is that constant in the LAME code. I'm sorry, but the tempo isn't constant. But
you can use 'lame' to change the tempo. I'll ask the important question. If I turn the "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 2 on and then turn off the "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 2, do I get the "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 1? The "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 1 and the MODO VB 2 is totally different. and if I turn the "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 2 on and then turn off the "variable-

Bass" of the MODO VB 2, do I get the "variable-Bass" of the MODO VB 1? so if i turn variable bass on and then turn off variable 82157476af
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